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NOTIFICATION
The following is the Short List containing the Register Numbers of candidates who are found provisionally
eligible to be called for interview,for selection to the post of
NON VOCATIONAL TEACHER IN
MATHEMATICS(JUNIOR)(3RD NCA SC) - Statewide
(Category No. 610/2017 ) in KERALA VOCATIONAL
HIGHER SECONDARY EDUCATION on Rs.16180-29180/-(PR) on the basis of the Online Examination
held
on 17/11/2018.
The Register Numbers are arranged in their numerical
indicate their respective rank on the basis of the said test.
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Note:- (1) Inclusion of Register Numbers in this list is purely provisional
subject to
scrutiny and admission of
application on absolute basis.
Inclusion of Register
numbers in the Short list does not confer any right on
the candidate for inclusion in the Ranked List.
Note :- (2)
The list has been prepared by including
the register number of eligible and qualified candidates
who have secured 6.67(Six(point) six seven) marks and above in the Online Examination.
Note:- (3)
Candidates
documents for verification
be intimated in due course.

included in the Short List should present and produce in person the original
and interview.
Date, Time and Venue of certificate verification and interview
will

Note :- (4) Candidates shall also produce a valid Caste Certificate as per relevant
with the other documents mentioned above at the time of verification of original documents.
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Note:- (5)
For online examination, rechecking and revaluation are not allowed but printout of answer
sheets will be issued to those candidates who apply for it remitting the prescribed fee after the publication
of Ranked List. Detailed instructions will be furnished in the Ranked List to be published for the post.
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